WSZF minutes from WSLD
10/22/2021
October 22, 2021 meeting started at 6:07 PM with the Serenity Prayer
Absent from mtg: Alan, Mike C., Mike F, Amy, Sashua, Theo, Don, Ruben, and Eric B.
I know that we usually do attendance of who was there but it was easier for me to say who was absent,
LOL
Dennis D. Was able to attend via zoom. Thank you to the WSLD committee for making that possible.
Apologies for posting the wrong time on Loomio. Dave forgot that there was a time change and therefore a
few of you could not attend virtually. Sorry!
We welcomed visitors, there were about 7 of them.
Agenda:
● Update from Workgroup: Collaboration & Communication inside WSZF (Mandy)
● Update from Arizona RD Team regarding WSZF 2022
● WB/NAWS attendance at WSZF 2022 (Dave)
● Anything from the floor for discussion
○ Discussion only

Update from Workgroup: Collaboration & Communication inside WSZF (Mandy):
● The entire report will be posted to Loomio.
● Reminding everyone to keep RSC information up-to-date on Lomio.
● The trainer video draft is ready to view please make sure that you are taking a look at that and giving
any feedback you might have.
Update from Arizona RD Team regarding WSZF 2022 (Meg & Steve):
● The Arizona RD team will be posting information on Loomio
● Hotel information so that we can start booking our rooms.
● Just a reminder, we decided on Phoenix, January 27th-30th,2022.

WB/NAWS attendance at WSZF 2022 (Dave)
● The world board and NAWS are currently not traveling right now. This is due to limited funds.

● Dave had brought up the discussion that we do have the money to fund them if we would like them
to attend our zonal forum in January.
● It was decided that a pole would be put on Loomio with two options:
○ OPTION 1: Ask them to attend virtually
○ OPTION 2: Fund them to attend
● Tina will create and post this poll.

Anything from the floor for discussion
Doug, RD Pacific Cascades Region:
● There was discussion at his RSC regarding sponsorship behind the walls. They currently do not have
this service and wanted to bring the idea to this body.
○ How does the zone feel about creating a zonal service of sponsorship behind the walls.
● A lot of discussion happened. Basically there were many regions offering support and collaboration.
● Alaska also mentioned that they were interested in starting sponsorship behind the walls as well
● As the discussion continued we realized that there were regions in our zone that either did not have
the service, or they do provide the service but are backed up and need help with overflow.
● There was not support in making this a zonal service but we definitely want to continue the
conversation about how we can help and support all of our member regions with what they need.
● A decision was made to create a spreadsheet with all of our regions on it and the information about
sponsorship behind the walls. Whether they have it, want it or need help. Tina was tasked with
creating the spreadsheet and will post it on Loomio.
● It was also asked that this body come to WSZF in January with all of their ideas on how to
collaborate with each other regarding sponsorship behind the walls. Training materials? How to
send overflow to other regions? A possible collaboration with two or more regions? Any ideas you
guys might have. This will be an agenda item at WSZF 2022.
ACTION ITEMS:
★ Feedback on trainer video. This is posted on Loomio
★ Look out for hotel info for WSZF 2022.
○ BOOK YOUR ROOMS!
★ Poll on Loomio regarding WB/NAWS travel to WSZF 2022.
★ SBTW discussion:
○ Tina will create a spreadsheet.
○ Ideas for discussion at WSZF 2022
The meeting closed a little after seven. We prayed out and then went to support our girl Mandy who was
the kick off speaker that evening! (she killed it btw, mic drop!)

This did not happen at our meeting but I just want to say thank you to everyone from our zone who helped
present at WSLD. There were quite a few of us who were of service! We rock!
I’m not the worlds best secretary so if I missed something, I am sure you will tell me! Hahahah
Thanks for letting me be of service- Tina N.

